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Cartoons of my childhood days

Noun do not remember every Adjective detail from their 18 years of childhood. But if you ask a

now adult person to tell you about what their life was like as a kid, their is around an number to a

number percent chance that cartoons will come up in the conversation. My brother ryan and I are

number . number years apart, and so we watched alot of the Adjective Noun .

Their was the ones on the Noun Plural that everyone got cable or not like Arthur and Dragon Tales on Pbs

kids. Arthur is about a Noun named arthur and his friends and family. Dragon Tales is about a

Noun and Noun named Max and Emy who find a Adjective Noun in their

Noun room and it takes them to dragonland where they meet dragons that become their buds.

But then their are the cable ones like : The Fairly odd parents, about a Adjective number year old

named Timmy Turner that has neglectful idiot parents and a terrible babysitter. So he gets number

magical married fairies nam ed Cosmo and Wanda, who grant him wishes. Then their is Jimmy Neutron about a

boy genius with a robot dog and awseme hair, who has number best friends, one obsessed with

Noun Plural and the other a Noun .

Their were many more that I would tell you about, but once you get me started on Noun Plural of my time

, I could go all day nonstop!!!
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